The relationship between crime and urban environment has always been the focus of crime geography. Like diseases which can transmit and diffuse, crimes may also spread during a certain period of time and to a certain area by the near-repeat effect. Traditional near-repeat analysis focuses on the spatial spread of crimes to adjacent areas, with little regard to the displacement effect. Crime displacement refers to the relocation of criminal events as a result of policing efforts. If this phenomenon is neglected, the near-repeat analysis will tend not to obtain the overall spatial distribution pattern of criminal cases, leading to limited effectiveness of crime control. This paper presents a non-homogeneous diffusion model where crime spreads not only to spatially and temporally adjacent areas, but also to areas with similar environmental characteristics. By virtue of spatial constraints and environmental characteristics, the most vulnerable areas are identified, and this will be helpful for developing policing strategy as well as for sustainable community development.
Introduction
The detection of hot spots is a starting point to policy-relevant understanding of crime and to making predictions about potential crimes. In fact, crime hot spots are often generated based on the discrete data of the criminal events. Once the police launch an intervention, some criminals may be arrested and removed from the streets. Others may choose to stop committing crimes, change where they commit crimes, or change the way they go about committing crime in response to the police intervention. Thus, a hot spot might disappear, with some criminal activities moving to another area. These changes will make the original data set obsolete. The most common practice involves calculating the probability density of crime distribution, ignoring the spatial constraints and environmental characteristics of the area [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Consequently, the results just indicate the distribution of existing data, particularly when the data of specific crimes is insufficient.
For traditional near-repeat theory, the nearness refers to the proximity in time and space. The risk of residential burglary increases as the spatiotemporal distance gets closer to the location which has experienced a burglary. This paper models the displacement and diffusion of residential burglary based on the near-repeat theory. It not only considers the spatial and temporal proximity relation between data, but also considers the rise of risk value due to similarity in environmental characteristics, though geographic entities with similar environmental characteristics are physically far from each other. The similarity in environmental factors between different geographic entities in the study area is quantified, and the geographic entities with similar environmental factors have similar criminal risk values; this is determined by using the geometric attributes of spatial data. The targets likely to be burgled but not identified by traditional analysis methods are finally determined, that is, burglary crime pattern in the entire area is developed using the spatial and environmental data. The algorithm described in the paper is also an expandable model, which makes it easy to involve more environmental characteristics for further study and it is useful for crime prevention and patrol strategy design. At last, the paper concludes and discusses experimental results, and addresses the practical significance and limitations of the study.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of recent work on near repeat analysis and crime displacement studies; Section 3 introduces the method and data. Section 4 shows the result of our method. Finally, Section 5 delivers the discussion and conclusions.
Literature Review

Near-Repeat Analysis
Scholars have attempted to explore the spatial and temporal attributes of crime data in the context of environmental criminology [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The near-repeat effect exhibits a target selection pattern [13] [14] [15] , where a crime occurs repeatedly against some individuals or at some specific locations [16, 17] . Such statistically significant near-repeat phenomenon widely existed [18] [19] [20] within 14-60 days in time and 400-1200 m in space, and the risk was above 30% for all of these studies, indicating the necessity for crime prevention efforts. However, the risk value decreased gradually within the time and space (14-60 days and 400-1200 m respectively) and then reduced to zeros. The near-repeat phenomenon, which reveals significant space-time concentration of crimes, helps to predict future criminal risk in a certain space and time, based on known criminal data.
Traditionally, the analysis of residential burglary emphasizes the highly-risky areas based on temporal and spatial concentration of crime data. Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a feasible method to describe near-repeat phenomenon [1, 7, 15, 21] . KDE is a statistical technique which allows a continuous probability distribution to be estimated using empirical data. The intuitive idea is to spread out each crime's expected contribution over the area around itself using a mathematical function called a kernel. But if the distribution of burglary is mathematically converted into a distribution function u(x, y, t), the existing data can seem to be an unknown distribution. It is difficult to decide how much data is needed to obtain the overall distribution U of the study area, that is, identifying the locations of high risk should be impossible by simply relying on historical crime data points. The paper involves quantifying the local, social, and environmental characteristics and using them as a priori for estimation of criminal risk, so that we can achieve a relatively complete pattern of residential burglary without heavily depending on crime data.
Environmental Criminology and Crime Displacement
The near-repeat effect does not fully explain criminal behaviors, as crime distribution is characterized not only by diffusion, but also by displacement [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Displacement is the change of crime from one place, time, target or tactic to another as a result of some crime prevention initiative or of enhancing vigilance of community residents or policing efforts. According to environmental criminology, the occurrence of residential burglary is related to the characteristics of the local social environment [27, 28] . For offenders, places that have a similar structure and social environment provide similar crime opportunities [29] , leading to a higher risk of residential burglary. Meanwhile, because of low clear-up rates for residential burglary cases, offenders tend to learn new tactics and skillsets from each action. Temporary spatial crime displacement may occur when offenders share their tactics and experience with each other, when investigation measures are disclosed by mass media, or where intensive patrol is conducted [30] . Spatial displacement occurs mostly when offenders perceive the potential of being detected, face reduced opportunities or find their offense not worth the reward. This may occur among adjacent sub-districts, communities, and cities [31] . Some scholars do not agree with situational interventions, believing that offenses are inevitable due to social, economic, biological and psychological factors [23] . In their view, situational interventions contribute little to crime reduction, but simply result in the change of crime to another time, place or tactic. As can be seen from the figure (Figure 1 ), the hot spots are concentrated in northwestern, central and eastern Qingshan District. The three concentrated places bristle with commercial residential quarters with high population density, and are therefore vulnerable to residential burglary. More importantly, it is clear from the figure that the hot spots vary almost every month, that is, burglaries show notable spatial displacement, both within and between the three hot spots.
Although the target selection is seemingly random, there must be a reasonable criterion. Spatial displacement [24] is the displacement between similar places. From the view of environmental criminology, the selection of the target by offenders is influenced by motivation, how much effort is needed, and whether it is worth the reward. Some researchers argue that different target places are often similar in some respects, such as in their environmental characteristics. Moreover, based on one of the basic principles in behavioral geography, that is, the nearness principle, also known as the least-effort principle in psychology, human behavior is influenced by the least-effort principle, in which people hope to gain maximum benefits with minimum cost. As a result of this principle, when attempting to solve a problem or achieve a goal, people always tend to minimize their efforts by seeking a convenient, easy method. Thus, when several similar intended targets are optional, offenders are most likely to select the one requiring the least effort. The least-effort principle is of great importance for criminology. Some scholars do not agree with situational interventions, believing that offenses are inevitable due to social, economic, biological and psychological factors [23] . In their view, situational interventions contribute little to crime reduction, but simply result in the change of crime to another time, place or tactic. As can be seen from the figure (Figure 1 ), the hot spots are concentrated in northwestern, central and eastern Qingshan District. The three concentrated places bristle with commercial residential quarters with high population density, and are therefore vulnerable to residential burglary. More importantly, it is clear from the figure that the hot spots vary almost every month, that is, burglaries show notable spatial displacement, both within and between the three hot spots.
Although the target selection is seemingly random, there must be a reasonable criterion. Spatial displacement [24] is the displacement between similar places. From the view of environmental criminology, the selection of the target by offenders is influenced by motivation, how much effort is needed, and whether it is worth the reward. Some researchers argue that different target places are often similar in some respects, such as in their environmental characteristics. Moreover, based on one of the basic principles in behavioral geography, that is, the nearness principle, also known as the least-effort principle in psychology, human behavior is influenced by the least-effort principle, in which people hope to gain maximum benefits with minimum cost. As a result of this principle, when attempting to solve a problem or achieve a goal, people always tend to minimize their efforts by seeking a convenient, easy method. Thus, when several similar intended targets are optional, offenders are most likely to select the one requiring the least effort. The least-effort principle is of great importance for criminology. The house vector data in the experiment area covers 3964 polygon entities, and is used to provide spatial constraint for cases and household data, i.e., the computational accuracy of risk value in the paper reaches the building level. The distribution is described as follows:
The Figure 2 is the building vector data in the experiment area and the distribution of cases. Depending on the thematic attributes of cases and spatial position, the cases which are classified as residential burglary and occur in the experimental region are screened out. As a result, 1117 pieces of case point data are screened, with a time span of one year. As for household registration data, the permanent address text (Floor xx, Unit xx, building xx, No. xx, Community xx, Street xx, Qingshan District, Wuhan City) of thematic attributes in household registration point data is used to associate with house vector data. 
Method and Dataset
Dataset
Qingshan District (30°37′N, 114°26′E) in Wuhan of Hubei Province is selected as the case study area. The household registration data achieved in 2013 consists of the coordinates of houses and their standard addresses. There are 452,870 households. There are 1170 crime incidents from January to December in 2014 with the thematic attributes of the date, place, type and description of crime. The configuration of computers is as follows: core i7 4770MQ processor GTX765 m GPU, 8 G memory. The case study area is 6 × 6 km with the grid size of raster 2000 × 2000. The vector data of house boundary achieved in 2011 is polygonal data, with the polygonal vertex coordinates composed of geographical coordinates. The house vector data in the experiment area covers 3964 polygon entities, and is used to provide spatial constraint for cases and household data, i.e., the computational accuracy of risk value in the paper reaches the building level. The distribution is described as follows:
Similarity Measurement
Events of residential burglary and their secondary incidents share similar temporal and spatial data [14] . This similarity may be the result of the fact that the area experiencing burglary has unique environmental characteristics attractive to opportunistic burglars, who are likely to travel to the next community with a similar social environment. The social environment variables are formed by the combination of the original data of environment variables and the geographical entities. To establish a model for spatial displacement of criminal risk, it is essential that the environmental characteristics in the study area are qualified to identify the similarity between different geographic entities. In this study, household density is used as an environmental characteristic. Unlike population density, it is more closely related to burglary, as burglary is targeted at households rather than individuals. 
Events of residential burglary and their secondary incidents share similar temporal and spatial data [14] . This similarity may be the result of the fact that the area experiencing burglary has unique environmental characteristics attractive to opportunistic burglars, who are likely to travel to the next community with a similar social environment. The social environment variables are formed by the combination of the original data of environment variables and the geographical entities. To establish a model for spatial displacement of criminal risk, it is essential that the environmental characteristics in the study area are qualified to identify the similarity between different geographic entities. In this study, household density is used as an environmental characteristic. Unlike population density, it is more closely related to burglary, as burglary is targeted at households rather than individuals.
Measurement of Environmental Characteristics
The vector data structure of geospatial data contains geographic entities with their geometrical features and thematic attributes. The surface entities of house boundary are generally described with polygon, and represent zonal geographic elements surrounded by closed polygon, like administrative district, building and house, and vegetation distribution. The surface object data used in the paper is house boundary data, designed for spatial constraint of the data on criminal cases and household registration to facilitate centralized calculation of environmental characteristics. The point object data in the paper mainly includes case data and household registration data. The case data primarily carries such thematic attributes as the type, description and time of cases and the registration data carries the location of a family. The thematic attributes in the household registration data largely show the information of household address, for example, Floor xx, Unit xx, Building xx, No. xx, Community xx, Street xx, Qingshan District, Wuhan City.
The relationships among spatial entities (household registration and house boundary) are called spatial relationships. This paper mainly applies spatial overlay to identify the topological relationships of inclusion and intersection. The intersection of the spatial locations of both households and house boundaries is determined and linked with thematic attributes. The household density d on each surface element in the experimental region is determined by counting the number n of households located within a certain polygon, extracting the floor f from the household addresses in thematic attributes mentioned above and calculating the area S of the surface entity of house boundary.
A raster data structure is based on a (usually rectangular, square-based) tessellation of the 2D geographic space into cells. The rasterization allows easy quantification and calculation of thematic attributes. Assume the step length
the grid granularity. Two groups of grid lines parallel to longitude and latitude are drawn: 
The relationships among spatial entities (household registration and house boundary) are called spatial relationships. This paper mainly applies spatial overlay to identify the topological relationships of inclusion and intersection. The intersection of the spatial locations of both households and house boundaries is determined and linked with thematic attributes. The household density on each surface element in the experimental region is determined by counting the number of households located within a certain polygon, extracting the floor from the household addresses in thematic attributes mentioned above and calculating the area of the surface entity of house boundary.
A raster data structure is based on a (usually rectangular, square-based) tessellation of the 2D geographic space into cells. The rasterization allows easy quantification and calculation of thematic attributes. Assume the step length ℎ = / ℎ = / , ℎ = / ; ℎ , ℎ are the grid granularity.
Two groups of grid lines parallel to longitude and latitude are drawn: = = ℎ , = = ℎ , , = 0,1, ⋯ , . The area of 0 ≤ ≤ , 0 ≤ ≤ is divided into * small rectangles, with each given corresponding density value. The rasterization results of household density are as follows. Where, = 960 = 660.
As shown in the Figure 3 , the hot spots represent high household density. 
Similarity Measurement
Quantifying the differences between samples and evaluating their similarity is necessary for the perspective of machine learning and data mining. To estimate the displacement of criminal risk values of residential burglary, the similarity in environmental characteristics between a surface entity of house boundary experiencing residential burglary and all other entities in the whole area is measured. This is done by comparing the distances between the thematic attributes of two surface elements to find the similarity in a thematic attribute between two geographic entities. With respect to households, their attribute similarity is measured through calculation of the household density among the surface entities of house boundary. The distance between the i and j surface entities of house boundary are defined below:
It is the squared exponential function which can be used to express the distance between the two elements in a certain metric space. This is advantageous for controlling the range in space and sensitivity of similarity between two samples. Where, g is used to control the droop rate of d with the increase of the distance between i and j and f (i) is the household density of the i surface entity of house boundary and h is the parameter for specified the way of declination.
The similarity in environmental characteristics between the i surface entity of house boundary and others is expressed as w(i) w(i). Then, we have:
We consider a spatial domain, our experiment area, where the instantaneous criminal activity u(x, y, t) at location x, y (marked with white X) and time t = 0, traditional near-repeat model would suggest that the risk value tends to spread to spatially adjacent surface entities of house boundary. The paper argues, however, that risk value would also spread to adjacent surface entities of house boundary with similar environmental characteristics. To establish a model for the displacement effect, it is necessary to search the surface entities of house boundary similar in environmental characteristics to the burgled entity in the whole study area. In the event of a burglary, a similarity distribution will be developed and rasterized through the similarity defined in the section above.
We show the understanding of displacement in Figure 4 based on our assumptions; the risk of burglary will be transferred to the geographic entities that have a similar social environment. Figure 4a shows the hot spots of household density. The hot spots indicate high density, and those bearing a white X mark are the places where burglaries have occurred. Figure 4b presents the hot spots where the household density is similar to that of the burgled place X, with the degrees of similarity in a range of 0-1. The hot spot figures for similarity are developed for each type of burglary. The rasterized graph can be viewed as a bivariate distribution function f (x, y) for the similarity. Different cases may see similar results. 
Diffusion Model
Traditional near-repeat analysis describes the decrease process of residential burglary risk value when the distance increased in space and time [32] [33] [34] [35] , but fails to describe crime displacement. In order to analyze the diffusion and displacement phenomena of residential burglary risks, this paper considers using the diffusion equation to establish a model. The diffusion equation [36, 37] , also known as the heat conduction equation, is a parabolic partial differential equation and it is often used for modeling of the physical process subject to diffusion phenomenon [38] [39] [40] and describing the changes of substance or energy distribution concentration over time during diffusion. In the case of non-homogeneous distribution of temperature or energy in the system, heat will flow from high temperature to low temperature, and the distribution function is a function of time and location due to the energy intensities at different times and locations.
It is hard to work out an analytical solution to definite solution problem of most differential equations, so the numerical method is often used to get an approximate solution. Numerical solutions for partial differential equations mainly include the spectral method, the finite difference method, the finite element method and the finite volume (element) method, in which the finite difference method is one of the most commonly and widely used numerical methods. The paper applies alternating direction implicit difference method (ADI) [41] , aiming to convert the multi-dimensional problems requiring solutions to a set of independent one-dimensional problems to solve, so as to reduce the computation burden and improve the computational efficiency. More importantly, its solution is stable [42] , which is needed for the paper. For the analysis of stability, [43] refer to von Neumann linear analysis method which is not discussed here.
Local Diffusion of Risk Value
The homogeneous diffusion equation model, which is often used to describe heat conduction phenomena or characterize the diffusion of molecules and gases etc. It describes the uniform energy diffusion process of the system without internal energy source, and is used in this paper to describe the space-time diffusion effect expressed by near-repeat model. The results of the homogeneous diffusion equation are similar to the kernel density estimation (KDE); they equally described the process of the homogeneous diffusion of the risk of burglary in the geographical space. The initial and boundary conditions of the equation are as follows: 
Diffusion Model
Local Diffusion of Risk Value
The homogeneous diffusion equation model, which is often used to describe heat conduction phenomena or characterize the diffusion of molecules and gases etc. It describes the uniform energy diffusion process of the system without internal energy source, and is used in this paper to describe the space-time diffusion effect expressed by near-repeat model. The results of the homogeneous diffusion equation are similar to the kernel density estimation (KDE); they equally described the process of the homogeneous diffusion of the risk of burglary in the geographical space. The initial and boundary conditions of the equation are as follows:
where, u(x, y, t) is the distribution function of residential burglary risk in geographic space Ω; k is the diffusion rate of risk value in spatial domain; u 0 is initial distribution and u| ∂Ω×(0,+∞) is Dirichlet boundary condition.
For each criminal case point x i , the initial distribution u 0 = δ(x − x i ) is used for introducing risk value. The parameters k and t can be used to control the process in time and space and describe the observed space-time diffusion phenomenon of residential burglary risk value. The specific values can be determined based on the cell size of raster map and the space-time diffusion distance (such as 30 days, 600 m) of risk value. When beyond this space-time distance, the risk value shall be reduced below 30% of the initial value, a level requiring no police intervention.
The initial distribution of cases is shown in Figure 5a and the rest is the diffusion of criminal risk values when t = 10, 20, 30 and v = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 respectively. t is the number of iterations; v is the diffusion rate of risk value in grids. If t = 30 and v = 0.2, as shown in the Figure 5d , the risk has reduced below 30%. t and v are adjusted in accordance with grid size and near-repeat space-time rules in this area. where, ( , , ) is the distribution function of residential burglary risk in geographic space Ω; is the diffusion rate of risk value in spatial domain; is initial distribution and | ×( , ) is ℎ boundary condition. For each criminal case point , the initial distribution = ( − ) is used for introducing risk value. The parameters and can be used to control the process in time and space and describe the observed space-time diffusion phenomenon of residential burglary risk value. The specific values can be determined based on the cell size of raster map and the space-time diffusion distance (such as 30 days, 600 m) of risk value. When beyond this space-time distance, the risk value shall be reduced below 30% of the initial value, a level requiring no police intervention.
The initial distribution of cases is shown in Figure 5a 
Global Transfer of Risk Value
In order to control and prevent crimes more effectively, the focus should change from the space coordinates of cases to the environmental characteristics of the areas where crimes occur so as to understand the nature of crime prevention from the perspective of environmental criminology. For residential burglary, offenders tend to commit a crime near the communities or on streets with similar environmental characteristics and cultural background [44] . When offenders are confronted with various resistances of crime prevention from the outside world, they will subconsciously follow the fundamental principles of criminal psychology to choose new targets [25] .
The paper describes the diffusion effect of residential burglary risk through the nonhomogeneous term. When crime occurs in a surface entity of house boundary, other areas with similar environmental characteristics will be searched, and will be given corresponding criminal risk values depending on similarity. The physical significance of non-homogeneous term in the diffusion equation is that there is an internal energy source in the system [37] , which is considered the highrisk source produced temporarily by stimulation from any case inside the geographical space in the study area. In other words, based on the physical meaning of the diffusion equation, we considered 
The paper describes the diffusion effect of residential burglary risk through the non-homogeneous term. When crime occurs in a surface entity of house boundary, other areas with similar environmental characteristics will be searched, and will be given corresponding criminal risk values depending on similarity. The physical significance of non-homogeneous term in the diffusion equation is that there is an internal energy source in the system [37] , which is considered the high-risk source produced temporarily by stimulation from any case inside the geographical space in the study area. In other words, based on the physical meaning of the diffusion equation, we considered the criminal cases that occurred at a given time and location to be exogenous stimulation (this does not mean that criminals come from the outside of the study area), and it lead to the temporary incensement of risk between the geographical entity with similar social environment which is described by non-homogeneous term in Equation 5 . We considered this to be the internal attributes of the geographic space. When there has just been a crime, assume that the rate in geographic entities with similar environmental characteristics for new crimes will jump up temporarily. This jump declines the longer the geographic entities with specific environmental characteristics value goes without seeing a new crime, eventually falling back to the background rate. It is expressed as the equation below:
where, u(x, y, t) is the distribution function of residential burglary risk in geographic space Ω; k is the diffusion Which does change with time as assumed in the paper; and λ i is used to control the weight of endogenous risk value. In this paper, λ i = 1/ ∑ f i (x, y) and w i is the weight of specific environment characteristic and identically equals one.
The result of simulated data of non-homogeneous diffusion is shown in the Figure 6 :
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Result and Discussion
Results
In order to describe the transfer effect of criminal risk in the experiment area, this paper uses the thematic attributes of date (format XX month XX day, XXXX year) in case data to divide 1117 pieces of case data into 1~12 months in 2014 and near-repeat analyze them respectively to learn about the spatial distribution in each month. The experimental results are shown in the Figure 7 : 
Result and Discussion
Results
In order to describe the transfer effect of criminal risk in the experiment area, this paper uses the thematic attributes of date (format XX month XX day, XXXX year) in case data to divide 1117 pieces of case data into According to Equation (2), the distribution of household density is obtained as Figure 8 : According to Equation (2), the distribution of household density is obtained as Figure 8 : According to Equation (2), the distribution of household density is obtained as Figure 8 : The study region lies in the upper left of Qingshan District in Wuhan, where commercial residential quarters are concentrated. The formation of spatial distribution may be associated with the deployment of police forces, perfection of community security conditions etc. This paper attempts to describe the diffusion effect of crime hot spots mentioned above based on the research results of environmental criminology by using the similarity of environmental characteristics. Based on near-repeat theory, this paper considers not only the space-time proximity diffusion effect but also the displacement and diffusion effect in the surface entity of house boundary with similar environmental characteristics as the crime site. This paper sets the space-time diffusion distance of crime risks as 400 m 28 days based on the results of article [2] and regards the areas with the risk value over 30% as the areas in need of crime prevention.
Due to the linear nature of the diffusion equation, the non-homogeneous diffusion processes of different criminal cases can be accumulated based on superposition principle. Under the experiential environment in the paper, it takes about 0.05 seconds to process a case. With the progress of the diffusion procedure, the final results are compared (Figures 9 and 10 ) by using the case data from January to June 2014 and they are analyzed as shown below with reference to the time-space distance of diffusion [2] .
The study region lies in the upper left of Qingshan District in Wuhan, where commercial residential quarters are concentrated. The formation of spatial distribution may be associated with the deployment of police forces, perfection of community security conditions etc. This paper attempts to describe the diffusion effect of crime hot spots mentioned above based on the research results of environmental criminology by using the similarity of environmental characteristics. Based on nearrepeat theory, this paper considers not only the space-time proximity diffusion effect but also the displacement and diffusion effect in the surface entity of house boundary with similar environmental characteristics as the crime site. This paper sets the space-time diffusion distance of crime risks as 400 m 28 days based on the results of article [2] and regards the areas with the risk value over 30% as the areas in need of crime prevention.
Due to the linear nature of the diffusion equation, the non-homogeneous diffusion processes of different criminal cases can be accumulated based on superposition principle. Under the experiential environment in the paper, it takes about 0.05 seconds to process a case. With the progress of the diffusion procedure, the final results are compared (Figures 9 and 10 ) by using the case data from January to June 2014 and they are analyzed as shown below with reference to the time-space distance of diffusion [2] . 
Discussion
This paper intends to use the precision ratio and recall ratio commonly used in information retrieval to quantify the experimental results. Recall and precision are the basic measurements used in evaluating search strategies of a retrieval system. In this paper, we use this concept to quantify the effectiveness of the algorithm. In retrieving pertinent literature collection, i.e., the ratio of the quantity of pertinent literature retrieved to the total quantity of pertinent literature in the retrieval system, the equation of precision ratio is generally expressed as:
where, is the quantity of correct information retrieved and is the quantity of extracted information.
The recall ratio, also known as accuracy, is an index used to measure the signal-noise ratio of a retrieval system, i.e., the ratio of the quantity of pertinent literature retrieved to the total quantity of retrieved literature, generally expressed as:
where, is the quantity of correct information retrieved and is the quantity of information in the sample. The test method is as follows: For the analysis results of near-repeat hot spots from January to December 2014, this paper selects the area with risk value over 30% in each month as the accumulated high risk area of residential burglary in the experimental region and the quantity of grids determined as high risk area is . The result is shown as Figure 11 : 
where, a is the quantity of correct information retrieved and b is the quantity of extracted information. The recall ratio, also known as accuracy, is an index used to measure the signal-noise ratio of a retrieval system, i.e., the ratio of the quantity of pertinent literature retrieved to the total quantity of retrieved literature, generally expressed as:
where, a is the quantity of correct information retrieved and b is the quantity of information in the sample. The test method is as follows: For the analysis results of near-repeat hot spots from January to December 2014, this paper selects the area with risk value over 30% in each month as the accumulated high risk area D of residential burglary in the experimental region and the quantity of grids determined as high risk area is d. The result is shown as Figure 11 : The hotspot of burglary cases from January to June were calculated by KDE and our method and compared with the hotspot of burglary cases from July to December. To compare the estimated results of risk value of residential burglary from the near-repeat analysis method and from the method in this paper, this paper assumes that only the data from January to June 2014 is known. Calculation is made six times respectively using both analysis methods and the experimental data is increased gradually every time and every month. The area with risk value over 30% is still deemed as the high-risk area requiring crime prevention. The results from the method in this paper and from the traditional near-repeat analysis method respectively are respectively and . The number of grids not equal to 0 is counted and calculated as and respectively, which correspond to the amount of extracted information . Next, and are intersected with the high-risk area to get and which correspond to the amount of extracted correct information . The high-risk area from June to December 2014 corresponds to verifying samples. The recall ratio and precision ratio are then calculated respectively to get the analysis results shown in the Figure 12 : The hotspot of burglary cases from January to June were calculated by KDE and our method and compared with the hotspot of burglary cases from July to December. To compare the estimated results of risk value of residential burglary from the near-repeat analysis method and from the method in this paper, this paper assumes that only the data from January to June 2014 is known. Calculation is made six times respectively using both analysis methods and the experimental data is increased gradually every time and every month. The area with risk value over 30% is still deemed as the high-risk area requiring crime prevention. The results from the method in this paper and from the traditional near-repeat analysis method respectively are respectively O 1 and O 2 . The number of grids not equal to 0 is counted and calculated as b 1 and b 2 respectively, which correspond to the amount of extracted information b. Next, O 1 and O 2 are intersected with the high-risk area D to get a 1 and a 2 which correspond to the amount of extracted correct information a. The high-risk area from June to December 2014 corresponds to verifying samples. The recall ratio and precision ratio are then calculated respectively to get the analysis results shown in the Figure 12 :
As shown in the figure above, the precision ratio shows that crime risk estimations can be derived more precisely by using fewer data. The result of our method is stable and less affected by case data volume because of the introduction of environmental characteristics. The recall ratio shows that traditional near-repeat analysis will increase the number of invalid high risk areas and reduce the recall ratio when the data volume increases, but the method in this paper is much less affected. The calculations from January to June 2014 also indicate that the high-risk areas which fail to be discovered by historical data can be found by the method in this paper to achieve the expected purpose. As shown in the figure above, the precision ratio shows that crime risk estimations can be derived more precisely by using fewer data. The result of our method is stable and less affected by case data volume because of the introduction of environmental characteristics. The recall ratio shows that traditional near-repeat analysis will increase the number of invalid high risk areas and reduce the recall ratio when the data volume increases, but the method in this paper is much less affected. The calculations from January to June 2014 also indicate that the high-risk areas which fail to be discovered by historical data can be found by the method in this paper to achieve the expected purpose.
Conclusions
This paper not only considers the near-repeat effect about geographic space and date of cases, but also uses the "near-repeat effect" of environmental characteristics to facilitate the discovery of overall distribution rules of residential burglaries. The non-homogenous diffusion equation is utilized to establish models for proximity diffusion and global transfer of criminal risk values. The space-time distribution and environmental characteristics of residential burglaries are associated by referring to the research results of environmental criminology, and the relationship analyzed in this paper can not only provide direct and practical guidance to local policing practices, but can also add valuable information to the understanding of criminogenic mechanisms. Meanwhile, as a model that is convenient for extension, the standardized quantification process of environmental characteristics in the study area lays a solid foundation for criminal risk analysis and crime prevention in the future.
There are some limitations in this paper. First, the data of housing boundary are only used as a spatial constraint in the article, without considering the information of spatial structure, which is one of the important factors of the social environment, and further study can focus on the usage of housing boundary as space syntax [21, [45] [46] [47] . Second, due to the sensitivity of data, the thematic attributes available for analysis is limited to household density, and more data related to residential burglary should be collected in the future, mainly covering the following categories.
(a) Economy: quantity or density of commercial buildings (stores, supermarkets and commercial centers) and housing price of community. 
(a) Economy: quantity or density of commercial buildings (stores, supermarkets and commercial centers) and housing price of community. (b) Geographical factors: density of high-rise buildings and low-rise buildings, urban village or not.
population: quantity of permanent residents and migrants, rate of rental households, rate of private households, unemployment rate etc. (c) Nature of land utilization: road, square, settlement place and public facilities. (d) Risk factors: distribution of security cameras and police offices in communities. All the data above can be associated with surface geographic entities directly.
It is necessary to consider the quantification methods and effects of environment characteristics on residential burglary. These characteristics include connectivity of roads, police force deployment, quantity or density of bus stops, density of intersections, density of road network, etc.; these factors cannot be associated with surface geological entities directly.
